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'SINCE ONLY ONE FOURTH OF THE POPULATION SPOKE SPANISH,

THE LANGUAGE OF INSTRUCTION, EDUCATION BEFORE 1955 WAS

ESSENTIALLY PRECLUDED FOR 150,000 MIXTECAN INDIANS LIVING IN

SOUTHERN OAXACA, MEXICO. IN 1955, 7 ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS WERE .

ESTABLISHED BY THE NATIONAL INDIAN INSTITUTE, WITH TEACHERS

FROM THE LOCAL POPULATION AND INSTRUCTION IN MIXTECO, THE

TRIBAL TONGUE. SPANISH WAS TAUGHT USING CONVERSATIONAL
TECHNIQUES WHICH COULD BE PRACTICED. AGE AND SEX WERE FOUND

TO BE CRUCIAL VARIABLES IN LEARNING STYLES. OLDER BOYS WERE

ACCUSTOMED TO STRENUOUS WORK, AND EXPERIENCED DIFFICULTY IN

WRITING DUE TO.FOOR HAND MUSCLE CONTROL. GIRLS OF THE SAME

AGE DISPLAYED A FACILITY FOR WRITING ATTRIBUTED TO MUSCULAR
COORDINATION ATTAINED LEARNING TO SPIN, WEAVE, AND SEW. OLDER

STUDENTS OF BOTH SEXES WERE EXTREMELY TIMID. WITHIN 4 MONTHS.

MIXTECAN CHILDREN KNEW THE RUDIMENTS OF READING AND WRITING,

AND WITHIN 9 MONTHS MOST CHILDREN COULD READ AND WRITE THEIR

OWN LANGUAGE.AND SPANISH. THESE RESULTS WERE ATTRIBUTED TO

TEACHERS WHO WERE FAMILIAR WITH LOCAL CULTURAL PATTERNS, AND

TO PROFUSELY ILLUSTRATED PRIMERS THAT RELATED LESSON MATERIAL

TO THE CHILDREN'S DAILY LIVES. AFTER 2 YEARS IN AN INSTITUTE

SCHOOL, A CHILD COULD ENTER A SPANISH-LANGUAGE FEDERAL SCHOOL

AT THE SECOND OR THIRD GRADE LEVEL. THIS PAPER WAS PRESENTED

AT THE SYMPOSIUM ON CROSS-CULTURAL COGNITIVE STUDIES, AERA

MEETING (CHICAGO, 1968) . (DA)
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Mixtecan Ueildren at School

by

Evangeline Arena Swadesh *

Institute Nacional de Antropologia e Historia, frexico

There are 150,000 Mixtecen Indians living near the coast of

Oaxaca in southern Vexico, of whom about three-quarters speak only

their tribal language of Mixteco; some of the men have learned Spanish

while working as government employees or in nearby towns, but women

and children rarely speak the notional language.

Until 1952 only villages with more than 1,000 inhabitants,

some of whom had to be native speakers of Spanish, were entitled to

schools. When these schools did exist they were almost always one

room affairs, with one teacher and rarely more than 25 pupils. They

were supposed to cover the first three grades of primary school,

entirely in Spanish. The teachers knew.little of the culture of the

Indians, nor their language; they did not allow the children to speak

it in class. But the Indian children did attend, for the Pixtecs wanted

schooliog for their children; they were especially eager that their

children learn Spanish. The children generally spent several years in

school, learning to read without comprehension and write the poorly

mastered Spanish. Their knowledge of arithmetic was generally limited

4Feper;resenteTin the Symposium on Cross-Cultural Cognitive Studies,

AERA Neeting, Chicago, 1968.
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to simple addition and subtraction, for they could not understand the

explanations given for the more complicated processes.

Mixtecs have always learned the essential skills at home,

informally. Boys go with their fathers to cut wood, plant, and harvest;

by observing and imitating they learn all the men's skills. Girls help

their mothers in all the myriad household tasks, including spinning,

weaving, and making ceramics. Child labor is essential for their sub-

sistence economy and by the age of eight most children work alongside

their parents throughout the day. However, the Mixtecs have always

wanted schooling for their children, realizing the economic advantages

it might bring.

In 1955 the National Indian Institute, an autonomous agency

of the Federal Government, established seven elementary schools in the

Mixtec lowlands, with the ready cooperation of the local communities.

These schools were to follow the usual program of the Institute, which

was based on the findings of an earlier .project among Tarascan Indians.

In 1939 Tarascan Indians were recruited and trained to teach reading in

their language as a prelude to teaching reading in Spanish; this was

part of a larger community development program in the Lake Patscuaro

region. The project was highly successful; Tarascans today number among

their members teachers, doctors, engineers and other professionals,

including an anthropologist and a librarian.

When the National Indian Institute established its first .

schools in the Mixtec region in 1955 it lacked both teachers and



schools. The local Indian authorities readily helped with the con-

struction of the school buildings, and recruited teachers, called

promotores, from among their own people. They chose youths who, while

not necessarily primary school graduates, were strong in their desire

to help their people. Our first task was to give them some techniques

for the teaching of reading, writing, Spanish, and arithmetic.

Some of the difficulties we encountered during the first

three months of operations included:

1. Some parents were so eager for their children to learn

Spanish that they distrusted our system of first teaching reading in

Mixteco, a here-to-fore unwritten language. They also distrusted our

books, which were not the same as the ones used in the all-Spanish Federal

schools.

2. In four of the villages, which had schools for the first

time, many parents did not understand the need for regular attendance,

and sent their children only one or two days a week.

3. Other parents thought they had to pay tuition and, unable

to do so, kept their children at home.

After resolving the problems we were able to devote most of

our attention to our basic curriculum of the three R's and Spanish. In

Spanish we concentrated on simple oral expressions the chile! could prac-

tice in games in school and at home, and teach to his parents and

neighbors. Another innovation was that both reading and writing were

taught in the sane simple manuscript letters; in the Federal schools



the children were generally taught cursive writing from the beginning.

What learning styles were common among the children? Age

appeared to be an important variable, especially as it affected the

ability to concentrate. Sex was another important variable.

Boys of six or seven generally had very short spans of

attention. They liked to form new words with flash-cards in a game-

like setting, and to write. Within the first two weeks they learned

to handle a pencil me with colored ones drew large letters, although

they showed little sense of proportion, so that an h looked like an

n, an 1 like an undotted i, and a g like an a.

The eight and nine year old boys were the most rapid learners

of all. They could concentrate for about 20 minutes, and their letters

were better formed. They filled the pages of their notebooks completely,

not wanting to leave even the smallest spaces blank. They were eager

to participate fully in all activities, and were very confident in them-

selves; for example, each one insisted on reciting the entire lesson

during reading time.

Girls were far more timid. It was only with various rewards

that we could get them to recite in front of the group. In the begin-

ning, in order to have one girl read out loud it was necessary to have

three or four do so simultaneously. At that, they always covered their

faces with their hands, the book, or their clothing. They would become

even shyer upon making an error; they would not attempt to correct just

the mistake, but would read the. entire sentence over again. Generally

speaking, while they were very dilligent, it was very difficult to get
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them to answer in more than monosyllables and it was always difficult

to oet them to answer in front of the boys. The boys, in contrast, were

quite expressive, liked to read out loud, and work at the chalkboard.

They were very enthusiastic about participating and rarely bothered to

correct their errors, each trying to be the first to answer all

questions; few were timid.

The older children took longer to learn to write; their

letters were very small but well proportioned. They wrote slowly,

trying to make exact copies of the letters. When they made an error

they would practice intensely until they had mastered the form. It

was difficult to convince them to start at the point at which they had

corrected themselves, not to erase a whole word and try to write it

again. They were perfectionists who readily spotted their mistakes

and tried hard to not repeat them. These older boys were used to

rough manual tasks and had difficulty in controlling the small muscles

of their hands, so much so that they would break into a sweat from

the effort of writing. However, once they did learn to write, they did

so with confidence. The girls of this age, who already knew how to

spinl.weave, and embroider, quickly developed clear and well formed

letters.

Older students of both 'sexes resisted answering in front

of the group; they were too embarrassed by the laughter of the younger

children. The girls were, as usual, more timid tttan the boys, only

daring to recite when they were sure of being correct.



For graphic arts we used clay and Campeche wax, a local

material. The children liked to make animals and people in motion.

Although they made replicas of almost all the local flora and fauna,

spiders and scorpions were their favorites; girls also liked to model

mineature household implements. A favorite subject for drawings was

airplanes. There are a number of landing strips in this very poorly

communicated region, and the children seemed to have observed the

little planes keenly, for they drew them in great detail and correct

proportion, with amazing accuracy.

The boys, except for the youngest, liked to tell the many

tales of their people, but the girls hung back. In singing, however,

the roles were reversed, for here the girls participated actively

while the boys showed little enthusiasm.

Spanish was taught largely through very short dialogues.

All the smaller children enjoyed it very much, as did the middle group

of boys; they were not inhibited by their errors or lack of vocabulary.

The others resisted participating in these lessons in school, fearing

the laughter of the younger children, but they repeated the lessons

at home, teaching their parents and neighbors.

Arithmetic was easier for the girls than for the. boys. Mixtec

women engaged in much small-scale trading, using money as the basis of

exchanoe. Their numerical system is based on twenty; for example,

their word for thirty comes out as twenty -plus -ten. This vocabulary

helped them with addition; they could solve simple problems faster

mentally than by writing them out. All explanations were given in
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£ixteco, although some Spanish terms, such as those for addition and

subtraction, were used almost from the beginning since nc corresponding

terms exist in their language. We also taught them the names of the

numbers in Spanish, and when we presented problems in mental arithmetic

in Spanish they had to answer in that languaoe. This was a favorite

activity and they showed far more skill than we had anticipated.

These mixtec youngsters were hard workers, with much interest

in learning, and strong spirit for mutual help. Within four months__

most had learned the mechanics of reading and writing, and within nine

months had learned to read in their own language and in Spanish, although

their comprehension in the latter was limited by their lack of vocabulary.

In the Institute we felt that some of the special character-

istics of the teachers were instrumental in obtaining these results.

The apcmotores spoke the children's language and related their lessons

to their daily livec3. They knew how to correct their pupils within

culturally approved ways, without offending, and the children saw in

their teachers people who thought and acted as they did.

In addition, the books the children used made a difference.

The books dealt with tables and contained many illustrations common to

the children's lives. The orthography used in the primers corresponded

to Spanish orthography.

After spending two years in the Institute schools the children

could enter the Federal schools at second or third grprte level, where

the teachers, normal school graduates, used only Spanish as the medium

of instruction. By now the children know enough Spanish to learn



easily. In the villages in which Federal teachers taught only in

Spanish, the children could not learn their school subjects as easily,

and took two or three years to learn the basic mechanics of reading

and writing, if they ever learned them. Their faulty Spanish also in-

terfered with their learning of the ether academic areas. More than

anything else, there was a lack of communication between teacher and

students. Whatever was learned was learned poorly, in a haphazard

fashion, with the student exerting far more energy than if he under-

stood the language. Needless to say, few Indian youngsters exhibited

any interest in continuing their schooling.

On the other hand, ten youngsters who began in the Institute

schools have continued their education, albeit under very difficult

circumstances. They work as aromotores and four are continuing their

education by correspondence and in-service courses, so that within the

next year the first ones will be normal school graduates.


